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Wolf and Grizzly Launches Portable Fire Pit on Kickstarter
After successfully launching their Grill M1 Edition into market, Wolf and
Grizzly introduces an envelope-sized fire pit.
Kitchener, CANADA. (June 7, 2019) — Wolf and Grizzly, creators of Grill M1 Edition, unveiled Fire Safe
on the Kickstarter crowdfunding platform today. Fire Safe is an ultra-compact portable fire pit and cooking
companion that allows you to start and maintain a fire anywhere permissible. It was developed to enable
communal campfire and cooking experiences, while minimizing the environmental footprint that campfires
often leave behind. Recognizing the need for “unplanned adventure,” — George Rizkalla, Founder of Wolf
and Grizzly, envisions a world in which campfire traditions are maintained, without defacing public
spaces.
“In a world so full of noise and interruptions, we desperately need to disconnect from the chaos, and
reconnect with one another and with nature,” said Rizkalla. “Fire Safe enables us to relive our youthful
nights by the fire, and remains portable enough to take with you anywhere.”
Fire Safe is lightweight and takes only seconds to set up. It’s slim enough to fit into an envelope, weighs
only about two pounds and its two part construction packs away neatly into the included carrying case.
Fire Safe, constructed entirely of 304 stainless steel, elevates your fuel source, be it wood or charcoal—
while offering a 11.4” x 11” burn area and a fuel capacity of 0.8 US gal. It’s dimensions make it ideal for
use as a cooking-fuel source for the Grill M1 Edition.
Wolf and Grizzly launched Grill M1 Edition, their first product, in the summer of 2017 and with exceptional
reception from the outdoors community. They are excited to go back to where it all began through
Kickstarter for Fire Safe.
Those wishing to learn more about Fire Safe can do so by visiting their Kickstarter campaign which
launched earlier today. In addition, they’ll be unveiling Fire Safe to their partners and retailers at this
year’s Outdoor Retailer Summer Expo in Denver, Colorado from June 18-20th.

About Wolf and Timber Inc.
Wolf and Timber Inc. designs tools that enable adventure, from backyard to backcountry. Founded in
2017 with the launch of Grill M1 Edition, it has received substantial industry praise and numerous design
awards such as RANGE Radical by Design, “Best of Outdoor Retailer” by The Manual and the “European
Product Design Award”.
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